alexander misurkin flight engineer he will be designated ev2 he will be wearing the suit bearing the blue stripes and his helmet will be adorned with a helmet camera only one today only on moszer caen to provide up close and personal views of the work that they will perform outside of the piers docking compartment and will run through all of the tasks on board for todays space walk in just a moment this space walk is the 172nd space walk in support of space station assembly and maintenance you're in and attached and
everything I can start moving towards

you just let me know when you're ready

okay

drug 40 more official birthday and this

is a sex room oh and i have this short

gather here also yeah i see each other

she just got caught right next to

yes I'm sure hanging here so good you

you could kiss me for and go I'm

going to take your short charger

working in tandem with Fyodor yurchikhin

that you see here in the lower left-hand

portion of your screen as they are

making their way towards collecting this
Universal cargo and cable carrier the

series of cable reels at the end of the

stray laboum that your chicken wrote on

to the forward end of the zarya module

less able to copy sure de sorry-looking

don't go watch the legend

I think they're nicolayevitch is

fighting there but I don't see a

detailed picture of all I'm done with

the fight which was rude so did it work

no soil is important solid decision

sorta

the other wooden toys come on ok I'm

going to do it into your come in the

case yes before we can request to the

race for the moon ok make sure my feet

and I'm going to hold it with my hands

gross photo this photo me

about me everything going so very nice

eyes except I me she goes

very well middle of beautiful receive

you as just some retouching the link

Buick people deal with the

about you Sergei was the first one to do

it my goodness even the same procedure